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t. Introduction 
Most physical systems exhibit inherent multiscaJe 
features, where the physical phenomena and the associ-
ated measurements may contain contributions at multi-
ple scales in time and frequency. Traditional data 
rectification methods either reduce the natural multi-
scale characteristics of the problem to a single scale or 
fail to utilize the rich variety of information available 
across all the scales. Adaptive estimation techniques 
based on multiscale models have been shown to per-
form better than their single scale counterparts. for 
example, multiscale principal component analysis (Bak-
shi, 1998) and multiscale model predictive control 
(Stephanopoulos, Karsligil & Dyer, 1998). Recently, 
multiscale methods have been developed for removing 
errors from measured data based on the ability of 
wavelets to extract deterministic features and to ap-
proximately decorrelate stochastic processes. Among 
the most popular multiscale filtering methods is wavelet 
thresholding (Donoho, Johnstone, Kerkyacharian & 
Picard, 1995). A multi scale approach for removing 
errors from fractal signals has been developed based on 
the ability of wavelets to decorrelate fractal processes 
(Wornell & Oppenheim, 1992; Miller & Willsky, 1995). 
A similar approach has been used for the development 
of multiscale Kalman filter banks (Chou, Willsky & 
Benveniste, 1994; Hirchoren & O'Attellis, 1999 
Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998). 
Similar to their single scale counterparts, the multi-
scale filtering methods such as the multiscale Kalman 
fi lter are fundamentally Bayesian in nature. The recur-
sive prior update is implemented with two-scale models, 
which are derived from the wavelet transform (Chou et 
aI., 1994) or a combination of the wavelet transform 
and the single scale temporal models (Stephanopoulos 
et a1.. 1998). Existing multiscale filtering approaches do 
not utilize the multivariate relationship given by the 
models to accomplish data reconciliation. Bakshi, NOll-
nou, Goel and Shen (1999) developed a multiscale 
Bayesian approach with empirical prior for data recon-
ciliation with steady-state models. Multiscale methods 
have so far focused on linear systems and have implic-
itly assumed that the error statistics remain the same at 
all scales (Chou et aI., 1994). Such approaches are best 
suited fo r stochastic underlying signals. Scale dependent 
probability distributions are required for many com-
mon processes such as autocorrelated noise (Bakshi et 
aI. , 1999). 
This paper presents a multiscale Bayesian approach 
to data rectification and exploits the multivariate rela-
tionships given by a linear dynamic model. A frame-
work for multiscale moving horizon algorithm is devel-
oped which incorporates error-in-variables (EIV) data 
rectification. The method represents the measurements 
for each variable in the wavelet domain, and rectifies it 
based on the probability distribution of the coefficients 
and errors at each scale while satisfying a process 
model. The resulting solution provides data reconcilia-
tion as opposed to filtering by existing methods (Chou 
et aI., 1994; Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998). The primary 
aim is to rectify the wavelet coefficients, which capture 
all the stochastic information in the signal. The con-
strained optimization problem at each scale is solved 
sequentially from fine to coarse scales. The proposed 
method supports adaptive, scale varying prior probabil-
ity distributions by using multiscale linear models simi-
lar to those derived by Stephanopoulos et al. (1998). 
Besides accounting for the multiscale features, such 
models allow highly parallelizable and computationally 
efficient algorithms. Existing methods assume scale in-
dependent noise processes (Chou et aI., 1994; 
Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998). This assumption is re-
laxed in this work so that the approach can be used for 
both single scale data as well as multiscale or multirate 
data. The benefits of the proposed approach are illus-
trated with a simulation example. 
2. Multiscale Bayesian data rectification 
A family of dyadically discretized wavelet basis func-
tions is represented as, 
(1) 
where ljJ(t) is the mother wavelet and m and k are 
dilation and translation parameters, respectively. Any 
signal can be decomposed into its contributions at 
mUltiple scales as, 
M N N 
y(t) = L L dy(m,k)ljJmk(t) + L ay(L,k)cPmk(t) (2) 
m=lk=l k=l 
where dy are the wavelet coefficients or detail signal at 
scale m and ay are the scaled signal coefficients at the 
coarsest scale M. The matrix of coefficients at a selected 
scale may be represented as a product of the corre-
sponding filter matrix with the data matrix as dy(m) = 
GmYand ay(L) = HLY. 
Consider the following measurement equation, where 
y is the measurement vector of process variables x, with 
an additive term v, representing the errors III 
measurements, 
y= Cx+ v (3) 
It is common to assume that the measurement errors 
are Gaussian, v - N(O,R). Wavelet decomposition of 
data corrupted with Gaussian errors preserves the 
Gaussian distribution for errors at all scales. If the 
underlying signal is stochastic, the noise-free wavelet 
coefficients at each scale tend towards a Gaussian dis-
tribution for many common stochastic processes that 
are non-Gaussian in the time domain. The wavelet 
coefficients are approximately white with the variance 
at each scale changing according to the power spectrum 
of the time domain signal in the corresponding range of 
frequencies (Beylkin, Coif man & Rokhlin, 1991). 
The Bayesian approach to data rectification maxi-
mizes the posterior probability distribution of the pro-
cess variables p(xly). The objective is to propagate the 
a priori distribution conditioned on the measurements 
to obtain the a posteriori distribution. Assuming that 
the errors as well as the noise-free wavelet coefficients 
behave as Gaussian random variables, multiscale 
Bayesian data rectification may be written as the fol-
lowing optimization problem subject to a model and 
applicable constraints at each scale m, 
minJ ([dy(m) - dAmWR-l(m)[dy(m) - dAm)] 
x 
+ [dAm)-J.ld (mWPi1(m)[dAm)-J.ld (m)]) (4)
x x x 
where dy(m) and dAm) are the wavelet coefficients of 
the measurements and noise-free variables, respectively, 
R(m) is the covariance of the errors and J.ld (m) and 
Pd (m) are the parameters of the Gaussian prior. The 
same objective function is valid for the scaled signal 
coefficient aiL), if the distributions are Gaussian. 
Without any inequality constraints, let us assume that a 
linear process model of the form, 
F(m)dAm) = b(m) (5) 
is available for both the wavelet and scaled coefficients, 
which is imposed as algebraic constraints in the opti-
mization. The rectified coefficients can be obtained by 
an efficient closed form solution to the optimization 
problem (Ungarala & Bakshi, 2000a). 




K = [/ - JFT(FJP)-lF]J (7) 
J = [CTR-l(m)C+ Pi l(m)]-l (8) 
x 
L = JFT(FJFT) - 1 (9) 
The error covariance matrix associated with the rec-
tified variables is computed by, 
PJ (m) = cov[dAm) - ~(m)] = K(m) (10) 
x 
If a model is available to represent the dynamics of 
the process in scale, it can be used to propagate the 
prior parameters J.ld and P d for a scale recursive 
rectification algorithm. Furthermore, dynamic models 
can be used as equality constraints and an EIV formu-
lation can be implemented to rectify both input and 
output variables simultaneously (Ungarala & Bakshi, 
--
------
2000a). The multi scale Bayesian data rectification 
scheme is depicted in Fig. 1, where single scale data is 
decomposed over multiple scales and the constrained 
optimization problem is solved at each scale on both 
the scaled signal and wavelet coefficients and the prior 
is propagated from scale to scale. If the distribution of 
the errors or the prior at any scale is represented as a 
non-Gaussian distribution, the solution requires nonlin-
ear or quadratic optimization. 
3. Multiscale models 
Let the time evolution of a linear system be repre-
sented at the finest scale (m = 0) by 
x(O,k + 1) = Ax(O,k) + Bu(O,k) + w(O,k) (11) 
The Haar wavelet decomposition of a data sequence 
{xd for k = 0, ... , N - 1 at scale m = 0 generates a set 
of N/2 scaled coefficients and N/2 wavelet coefficients 
at a coarser scale m = 1. The coefficients can be indexed 
on a dyadic tree to represent the time-scale evolution of 
the process. Chou et ai. (1994) used the wavelet trans-
form to derive linear dynamic models in scale for 




Fig. I. Multiscale Bayesian data rectification. 
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Fig. 3. Binary trees with and without downsampling. 
fractal processes and Stephanopoulos et al. (1998) com-
bined the Haar wavelet transform with the finest scale 
temporal model (Eq. (11» to derive scale models on 
binary trees. 
Without loss of generality, assume that the process is 
noise-free (w = 0) and the input u is stochastic with 
known statistical properties, u ~ N(O,Q). The time dy-
namics of the scaled signal at scale m can be written as, 
Note that the inputs to this linear system are not just 
the nodes of a binary tree generated by downsampling. 
The system dynamics dictate that the decimated input 
nodes in between two output nodes separated by 2m!J.t 
also contribute to the evolution in time. Stephanopou-
los et al. (1998) used a modified hat function for the 
decomposition of the inputs and merged the second 
term on the right in Eq. (12) into a single node. 
It is convenient to introduce a notation of shift 
operators on dyadic trees (Chou et aI., 1994). Consider 
a parent node and its two children nodes on a binary 
tree (Fig. 2). The parent node r communicates with the 
left child node rot and the right child node rp with the 
downward shift operators ot and p, respectively. In our 
case, a new lateral shift operator J is defined to relate 
the adjacent child nodes and passes through the nodes 
decimated by downsampling. The scale dynamics of the 
process can be represented as the relationship between 
the children nodes at a finer scale and the parent node 
at a coarser scale (Ungarala & Bakshi, 2000b). The 
wavelet coefficients of nodes at scale m + I can be 
expressed as a function of the scaled signal coefficients 
of nodes at scale m. The wavelet coefficients can also be 
obtained from the scaled signal coefficients at the same 
scale and input from a finer scale. 
3.1. EIV formulation 
Consider the decomposition of the data sequences 
{xk+d, its lagged sequence {xd and the input se-
quence {Uk} for k = 0, ... , N - 1. The overlapping bi-
nary trees are shown in Fig. 3. Define an augmented 
left node vector x(rot) = [x(rotJ), x(rot), u(rotW and an 




1W. From left child node at scale m to parent 
node at scale m + 1, 
x(r) = A~(m)x(rot) + B~(m)u(rot) (13) 
where, 
... AB B] 
... B 0 
... 0 / 
where h = 11.j2. From right node to parent node, 
x(r) = A~(m)x(rf3) + B~(m)u(ra) (14) 
where, 
Wavelet coefficients from scaled signal coefficients, 
d(r) = Aim)x(r) +Bim)u(ra) (15) 
where, 
(A 2m - /) 
(A 2m + /) 0 0 
(A 2m -I)A.J(m) = 0 0
(A 2m + I) 
0 0 0 
... AB B] 
... B 0 
... 0 / 
The augmented vector x, satisfies the following alge-
braic relationship at all nodes, which is based on the 
temporal model at m = 0, 
Fx=O (16) 
where F = [I, - A, - B]. The wavelet coefficient d also 
satisfies the same equality relationship at all scales. 
The input to the two-scale models u(.), is serially 
correlated in time at all scales except the finest, which is 
the result of not downsampling. The covariance matrix 
Qu can be computed using a Haar filter matrix without 
downsampling (Ungarala & Bakshi, 2000b). 
Stephanopoulos et ai. (1998) used a modified hat func-
tion for a similar task. It is generally assumed that the 
process evolves at all scales driven by scale independent 
inputs, that is, u(m + 1) is not correlated with u(m) 
(Chou et aI., 1994; Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998). This 
assumption, natural to multiscale process noise se-
quences, is not valid in the present case because the 
input data at coarser scales are generated by decompos-
ing the inputs at the finest scale. Furthermore, u cannot 
be expressed as a linear system driven by white noise in 
scale. In the EIV formulation, we are interested in 
rectifying the noisy input measurements at all scales. 
Since the input vector doubles in length at every scale, 
state augmentation leads to very large system matrices. 
Hence, x( ra), and u(ra;) remain correlated at all scales 
except the finest. 
Qx(t",)u(t",)(m) = E{x(ra)uT(ra)} (17) 
which can be calculated with a modified Haar filter 
without downsampling (Ungarala & Bakshi, 2000b). 
Similarly, in the scale model for wavelet equation, the 
correlation between x( r) and u(ra) is obtained from, 
Qx(t",)u(t",lm) = A~(m )Qx(t",)u(t",)(m) + B~(m )Qim) (18) 
4. Multiscale measurements 
Measured data at the finest scale y(O,k) are decom-
posed into multiscale data y(m, k 12m) with the Haar 
wavelet transform. The measurements of the input sig-
nal are also assumed to be corrupted with Gaussian 
noise v", N(O,R), 
(19) 
which are decomposed into noisy inputs at coarser 
scales. For the EIV formulation, the augmented mea-
surement vector is defined as y(ra) = [y(raJ), y(ra), 
z(ra )jT. Thus the measurement equations for scaled 
signal x and wavelet coefficients dare 
yx(ra) = Cx(ra) + vx(m) (20) 
yira) = Cd(ra) + vim) (21) 
In the case of truly multiscale processes, where inde-
pendent data are available at all scales, the measure-
ment noise vx(m) and vim) can be assumed to be white 
Gaussian processes in time as well as in scale (Chou et 
aI., 1994; Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998). When multiscale 
data are generated by wavelet decomposition of single 
scale data, it results in measurement errors that are 
correlated in scale. In the EIV formulation, it also gives 
rise to cross correlation at all scales coarser than the 
finest scale due to the presence of lagged quantities in y. 
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Fig. 4. Recursive rectification on multiscale trees. 
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The errors v can be represented as the output of a 
linear dynamic system in scale driven by white noise, 
v(r) = hv(rrL) + hv(rfi) (23) 
Suppose there are N measurements at the finest scale, 
in order to propagate the prior parameters from N /2 
left nodes at scale to their N /2 parent nodes at scale 
m + 1, it is necessary to decorrelate the errors between 
these two sets of measurements. A measurement differ-
encing scheme can be implemented to generate pseudo 
measurements corrupted with additive white noise in 
scale as well as time (Jazwinski, 1970). Define new 
measurements as linear combinations of data at two 
adjacent scales connected by an upward left shift opera-
tor a (see Fig. 2); 
«r) = yx(ra) - hyir) = hYi(l) = M(m + l)x(r) + €(r) 
(24) 
The covariance matrix of the new measurement error 
€(r) is computed with, 
SCm + 1) = CB~(m + l)Qu(m + l)B~T(m + l)CT 
(25) 
Considering the newly developed correlation between 
the measurement errors € and the process input u, the 
covariance matrix is given by, 
(26) 
Note that the derived measurements «r) contain 
information from the neighboring node (I. The use of 
future information is necessary to whiten serially corre-
lated measurement noise. As a consequence, measure-
ment differencing schemes always result in smoothing 
(Jazwinski, 1970). From a Bayesian perspective, it is 
also necessary to use information from (I to rectify the 
scaled signal measurements at r because all the mea-
surement information available until r has already been 
used for processing the scaled signal at rrL and rfi. Since 
measurement differencing cannot be implemented for 
wavelet coefficients, the prior parameters are propa-
gated from the scaled signal to the wavelet coefficients 
at the same scale. 
Wavelet decomposition approximately decorrelates 
the wavelet coefficients and the scaled signal coefficients 
at the same scale, the extent of decorrelation being 
dependent on the particular family of wavelets selected. 
Hence, although the wavelet coefficients at scale m + 1 
are correlated with the scaled signal coefficients at scale 
m from which they are generated, they are approxi-
mately decorrelated from the scaled signal coefficients 
at scale m + 1. This is a common assumption in many 
wavelet-based methods. Based on this assumption 
wavelet coefficients may be treated as new information 
at that scale, even though all the measured information 
has already been used for the rectification of the scaled 
signal. This assumption breaks down at coarser scales 
because the decorrelation between scaled signal and 
wavelet coefficients is progressively weakened. 
5. Time-scale recursion 
The multiscale Bayesian rectification problem is 
posed as an optimization problem, which is solved at 
mUltiple scales inside a moving window to rectify the 
scaled and wavelet coefficients. Rectification is initial-
ized at the finest scale in the window with the Bayesian 
data rectification solution at the finest scale (Ungarala 
& Bakshi, 2000a). Further processing follows the direc-
tion of fine to coarse decomposition on the binary tree 
based on the Haar wavelet transform. The recursive 
scheme for multi scale Bayesian data rectification is 
shown in Fig. 4. Recursion in time is followed at the 
finest scale and recursion in scale follows the direction 
of left node to parent node connections for the scaled 
signal. The wavelet coefficients are rectified with recur-
sion from the scaled signal coefficient at the same node. 
The fine to coarse scale recursion steps proceed inde-
pendently for each node and allow for parallel process-
ing. Finally the rectified signal at the finest scale is 
synthesized by the inverse wavelet transform using the 
rectified values of the coarsest scaled signal and the 
wavelet coefficients at all scales. Details are described in 
Ungarala and Bakshi (2000b). 
6. Simulation example 
Consider the following linear dynamic model for a 
level control process, where h, F3, x and e are deviation 
variables for the level, feed fiowrate, valve stem posi-
tion and controller output, respectively (Narasimhan & 
Mah, 1988), 
(27) 
The input variables F3 and e are stochastic and vary 
as iid Gaussian random processes with variances 625 
and 0.0025, respectively. The simulated data consists of 
256 measurements of inputs and outputs, all corrupted 
by white noise of S.D. 0.5. The optimization problem is 
solved at each scale to rectify Xk = [hk + I> Xk+ I, hb Xb 
F3k, edT at each node. A normalized mean squared 
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Fig. 5. Rectified scaled signal and wavelet coefficients of {hk } for 
L = 3; ( ... ) multiscale Kalman filter, (- - -) multiscale Bayesian ElV, 
(-) noise-free data. 
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Fig. 6. Average estimation error of x for 500 realizations. 
M.S.E. = _1_ t (Xk - Xk)TR - I(Xk - xk ) (28)
nN k~1 
The results of rectification are shown for decomposi-
tion to three scales in Fig. 5. For comparison, filtered 
data by a multiscale Kalman filter based on two-scale 
models from Stephanopoulos et al. (1998) are also 
shown in the figure. The improved performance of the 
Bayesian method can be attributed to the use of the 
temporal model as a constraint. 
The average normalized M.S.E. of approximation of 
x for 500 realizations is shown in Fig. 6. The average 
error is reported for wavelet decomposition to increas-
ing levels of coarseness. At scale m = 0, the single scale 
data rectification is the result of the time recursive 
algorithm (Ungarala & Bakshi, 2000a). The results 
indicate an optimum scale for data rectification, which 
is natural since the decorrelation ability of wavelets 
deteriorates at coarser scales. It violates the fundamen-
tal assumption of Bayesian methods that the prior and 
measurements contain independent information. Fur-
thermore, the assumption that all the dynamics are 
captured only by the last scaled signal becomes invalid 
for coarser decompositions as the coarser wavelet co-
efficients tend to retain the deterministic characteristics 
of the signal. The figure also compares the results of a 
multi scale Kalman filter without an EIV approach (Un-
garala & Bakshi, 2000b). The multiscale Bayesian data 
rectification performs consistently better since the con-
strained optimization results in reconciliation with the 
process model. 
7. Conclusions 
A general multiscale Bayesian method for data rec-
tification of linear systems with an EIV approach is 
proposed. Since process data are usually multiscale in 
nature, the multiscale Bayesian approach provides bet-
ter rectification than traditional single scale methods. 
The improved performance of the multi scale approach 
is due to the ability of orthonormal wavelets to approx-
imately decorelate most stochastic processes, and ex-
tract deterministic features. Our approach extends 
previous multi scale methods (Chou et aI., 1994; 
Stephanopoulos et aI., 1998) by reducing the errors in 
all the variables and constraining the solution to satisfy 
the dynamic model. The time domain dynamic model is 
converted into two scale linear dynamic models for the 
evolution of the process in scale. The constrained opti-
mization at each scale results in data reconciliation with 
the temporal model as opposed to multiscale filtering. 
The scale models are used to adapt the prior across 
scales. This paper has focused primarily on multi scale 
recursive data rectification of linear systems with Gaus-
sian distributions. Current research is focused on the 
0.00 
0.025 
development of multi scale rectification for nonlinear 
systems. Extension to using a library of basis functions 
is expected to result in even better performance. 
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